
















Advanced cold chain 
SAHCO, THE GATEWAY TO PERISHABLES EXPORT 

FROM AFRICA TO THE WORLD 

Skyway Aviation Handling Company (SAHCO) PLC, has continued to 

serve as an effective gateway to export of perishables through a 

well-equipped transit warehouse which provides access for other 

West African countries to export perishables to EU countries in the 

optimal temperature. 

SAHCO provides effective transit Ground Handling Services to 

major airlines through the company’s ultra-modern transit 

warehouse, equipped with an effective cold-room that regulates 

perishables to the right temperature to avoid decay. The transit 

warehouse is built solely to serve Airlines from West Africa for the 

purpose of transiting their perishables to Europe through Lagos, 

Nigeria. 

The nature of the goods that we handle are fresh cut fruits 

(pineapples, grapes, guava) cut and put in plastic bowls, they have 

a shelf life of 3-4 days. This makes it important that if it gets to 

Nigeria today, it should be on the shelf for display and sale the 

next day; within a 24-hour window. The buyer still has between 

48hrs to 72hrs before it expires. 

The items are packed in boxes with dry ice and when the goods are 

received, they are screened through X-ray and ETB and are sent 

into the cooler/cold room, it stays there until the flight is ready 

and it is conveyed straight into the aircraft. They are to be on the 

shelves the following morning in their various destinations. 



From the farm, to the aircraft from either Ghana, Benin 

Republic, Cotonou etc., to us and we process and store the 

perishables until they are ready to be flown to any of their 

destinations in Europe.  

The screening room is also fully air conditioned to avoid a 

sudden drop in temperature, the goods are also not exposed 

to any form of hazard. The goods are stored however the 

airlines wish for them to be stored, either in containers, boxes 

etc. 

Recently, SAHCO has ordered cooler dollies from one of the 

best Ground Support Equipment Manufacturer, Bombelli in 

Italy to help transmit perishables from aircraft in the same 

temperature into the warehouse and maintaining the same 

temperature while being transmitted into another aircraft to 

Europe.   

The effectiveness of SAHCO’s transit operations has attracted 

big Airlines like Air France/KLM amongst others who SAHCO 

constantly provides such services for; safely, speedily and 

effectively without damages.  

Certified with RA3 which is a requirement for Ground 

Handling Companies to be able to ship to Europe, SAHCO is 

also IATA’s Safety Audit for Ground Operations, ISAGO 

certified. It is safe to say that SAHCO is a major hub to export 

of perishables in West Africa. 



Advanced cold chain 

Sifax recently invested in so called clip on generator sets. This clip on can be hooked on 
a reefer container, and once setup, will control conditions in reefer container. 
With this we can offer a sustainable temperature controlled chain, from loading at farm 
till loaded on board of vessel.  
Sifax drivers will be trained to control settings during trip. 
 
One of 100 Sifax owned trucks will load reefer from an off dock, and will drive to loading 
point. Required setting will be done before loading, and doors closed after loading. 
Depending situation on the road and booking made with which shipping line, truck will 
drive direct to terminal, or will drive to one of our owned off docks, and reefer will be 
off loaded / stored there, till terminal / vessel call for same. 
We hope this gives a further boost for export of quality products out of Nigeria 










